
L.O. To identify and use the progressive tense. 

Complete the sentences below so they are written in the present progressive tense. 

Laura _________________________(runs) to the bus. 

Jim _____________________(learns) French at school. 

He _________________________(plans) to ski in the Alps in Spring, 

She __________________________ (draws) pictures in Art.  

Which of the sentences below contains the past progressive (tick two) 

After Michael finished his tea, he went out to play. 

Michael was running across the field.  

Katie is eating her dinner. 

Katie was hoping to play out too. 

Tick one box in each row to say whether the sentence is in the present progressive or the 
past progressive. 

Rewrite each sentence below so they are in the past progressive. 

My friend taught me to play the piano. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Stephen drew a portrait of the Queen. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Write a sentence about the image below that includes the past progressive.  

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

 Present progressive Past Progressive  

Sarah was dancing in the bal-
let competition. 

  

Sarah’s dancing skills are im-
proving all of the time. 

  

Sarah is hoping to become a 
professional ballet dancer.  

  



L.O.. I can use and identify the progressive tense. 

Q1. 

Rewrite the underlined verb in the sentence below so it is in the present 
progressive. 

I taught my sister to skateboard. 

 
1 mark 

Q2. 

Tick to show which sentence uses the past progressive. 
  

 
1 mark 

Q3. 

Tick one box in each row to show if the sentence is in the present pro-
gressive or the past progressive. 

  

 

  Tick one. 

After Ali finished his homework, he went out 
to play. 

 

Gemma was doing her science homework. 

 

Jamie learnt his spellings every night. 

 

Anna found her history homework difficult. 

 

Sentence 
Present progres-

sive 

Past progres-
sive 

Joey was playing football in the park 
after school. 

    

Joey’s football skills are improving all 
the time. 

    

Joey is hoping to be a professional 
footballer. 

    


